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Note: Be sure to include the underlined portion of the questions in your written response. On our 

class webpage, you will find helpful links to educational material and YouTube videos that will 

help to keep our science brains fresh. If it is possible, please allow your students to access this 

information. It is found through the Newtonisd webpage, and by looking under Elementary school, 

and finally under 3rd Grade. If you have questions or if there is something I can help with, please 

contact me.  Ralph.lewis@newtonisd.net 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

**Be sure to include the underlined portion of the questions in your written response.** 

 

Day 21: Investigate 

Fix a cold drink for yourself in a clear cup or glass. Place ice in the cup or glass and your favorite 

beverage. What happens to the outside of the cup or glass after the ice has mostly melted in your 

beverage? What is this process called?  Describe this process in as much detail as you can, using 

complete sentences. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 22: Thermal energy 

What is thermal energy? Think back to our classroom investigation, where I used a pot of water 

and a small electric burner to demonstrate a change in state of matter. How did the change in 

state of matter happen? What was added to produce this change? Name the state the liquid was 

changed into?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 23: Light Energy 

Write a journal entry. The sun is a source of different kinds of energy. Think about all of the things 

you know about the sun. Describe in detail the different types of energy the sun is responsible for. 

What would happen if we had no sun? Describe in detail how an absence of the sun would impact 

you and your world. What about the plants? Journal entry must be at least half a page. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 24: Communities 

Think about your neighbors (all of the people/families that live around you). All of the people and 

your surroundings make up your community. Why do people create communities? Why do you 

think your community was created?  
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Day 25: Constitution 

What is the U.S. Constitution? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 26: Bill of Rights 

The Bill of Rights guarantees U.S. citizens certain rights. Which 2 rights are the most important 

to you? Why? Answer in complete sentences. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 27: Citizenship 

Mark. Mark likes to go to the neighborhood park. He rides his bike to the park and plays with his 

friends. On the way home, Mark goes to the community store to buy a soda. While inside the 

store, an elderly lady dropped her grocery bag on the floor. Mark goes over and helps the lady 

with her bag. She thanks Mark for his help and smiles. Mark buys the soda and drinks it on his 

way home. Mark takes the bottle with him and disposes of it in the trash can. 

 

Dale. Dale likes to play basketball in the neighborhood park. His friends like to play basketball, 

too. Dale’s friends sometimes complain that he doesn’t like to share the ball with them. Dale and 

his friends play a game of basketball, and Dale shoves one of his opponents to the ground. Dale 

takes his ball and leaves his opponent on the ground. On the way home, Dale walks to the 

neighborhood store and buys a soda and a Kit-Kat bar. He eats his snacks on the way home. 

When Dale is finished with his candy and soda, he discards the paper and bottle on the ground. 

Dale walks the rest of the way home. 

 

Which of the boys understands what it means to be a good citizen? Describe how can he help 

the other boy become a better citizen? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 28: Force and Motion 

Think about your day so far. What starts every motion?  What have you done that has required 

you to use some kind of force? What did you push? What did you pull? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 29: Changes in Earth Surface 

What are volcanoes? What are earthquakes? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Day 30: Ecosystems 

List all of the living and non-living things outside of your home that you are able to see. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


